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1Announcement

Reply

I prefer to read newsletter / yearbook *(delete if applicable ) on internet

and do not require a hard copy.

Name (Surname First) :

Membership number :

Contact telephone :

E-mail address :

Dear Members,

Newsletter and Yearbook now Available on Internet

Our newsletter and yearbook are now available on internet at

www.cih.org.hk. If you choose reading the publications on the

website instead of taking a hard copy, please send the following

reply to the Branch's office by fax at 2356 7332 or e-mail at

apb@cih.org.hk.

Thank you.

Publications Committee
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Message from the

Chairman
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Property Management has become indispensable in Hong Kong's

densely built environment, contributing to enhancing the economic

and functional values of Hong Kong's most valuable assets.  CIH

members are known for their dynamism, professionalism and social

orientation.  They have, in no small part, contributed to the development

of Hong Kong as an international hub of best professional practices

in the art and science of property management.

Hong Kong is undergoing changes. Our economy is transforming into

one driven by intensive knowledge.  Despite the atmosphere currently

prevailing over the political and economic future, we believe that it

is nonetheless a time of immense positive potential.  We cannot sit

back and take what is dished out to us.  Instead, we have to forge

ahead for the vast opportunities that are available in the wider market

of Asia Pacific Rim, in particular Greater China.  In honouring our

professionalism and skills, we should join forces to take Hong Kong

out of the doldrum onto a new, higher horizon than we have ever

been before.

In recent years, Property Management is progressively being recognized

as a major professional discipline. The unique situation of Hong Kong,

being the meeting point of the East and West is well placed to access

new ideas and information from around the World.  To make this

competitive edge work in favour of us, we need the determination

to create a vibrant environment in which property management

professionals find it easy to come together and offer their best.

Through participation in international activities relating to property

management, the Institute has forged closer links with its counterparts

in overseas countries and the Mainland.  We are now in active pursuit

of setting up an APB sub-office in China in co-operating with leading

Chinese non-profit making organization for furtherance of our business

and recruitment of Chinese members.  These efforts would surely place

our Branch in a vantage point as our members grasp the opportunities

opened up by the Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement between

Hong Kong and the Mainland and make the best use of Hong Kong's

competitive advantage.

Here I would like to call upon the support of our members in bringing

CIH (APB) towards the fulfillment of our goals.  The promising future

of our Institute relies on the invaluable support of all.  Once again, I

would like to thank the Executive Committee members for their

contributions throughout the year, and the guidance given to the

Committee by our Council Member.

Finally, may I wish you all a very prosperous year in 2004.

Wong Kit-loong

Chairman

Chartered Institute of Housing, Asian Pacific Branch

Message from the

Chairman

CHAIRMAN'S
MESSAGE



Views Presented at the Joint
Discussion Forum of CIH and HKIH
on Building Management and
Maintenance on 19 February 2004
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Views Presented at the Joint
Discussion Forum of CIH and HKIH
on Building Management and
Maintenance on 19 February 2004
1 Most of the views go for government intervention and legislation

in the area of:

a) mandating the formation of owners’ committee (OC);

b) mandating the maintenance/renovation of buildings in cases

of need;

c) fee collection for management and maintenance through

compulsory means like rates if the owners remain inert.

2 In mandating the formation of OC, members

a) propose the inclusion of tenants in the case of absentee owners

or owners' absolute inertia. Tenants can pay on behalf of the

owners and deduct the expenses from the rent payable for

respective premises;

b) opine that we could explore the possibility of empowering tenant

organizations like the Mutual Aid Committee to function as OC

to solve immediate problems like large scale repairs and dissolving

it when the problem is solved;

c) propose that the government could choose to mandate the OC

formation of a building only when large scale repairs are required

like target buildings under CMBS.

Members participated actively in discussion

3 The government could define an area with

problem buildings and appoint a manager

(an individual or a company) to follow

through the formation of OC, management

and maintenance initiatives, etc. for that area.

After setting up a work pattern, the owners could choose to manage

their buildings by themselves or hire a company to do so in the

long run. Expenses for this manager should be paid by the customers.



4 In mandating the maintenance/renovation of buildings, members:

a) appreciate the effectiveness of Coordinated Maintenance of

Buildings Scheme (CMBS) currently carried out by the Buildings

Department in bringing owners to action but that it incurs huge

resources and hence a slow rate in solving the problem;

b) propose that the Buildings Department could partner up with

private companies in dealing with CMBS and/or outsource the

scheme, with the costs chargeable to the owners;
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Chairman's welcoming speech

c) opine that if the government is going to leave this issue of building

management and maintenance to market forces, it still has to

exert at least the same amount of pressure like that of the CMBS

does on the inert owners in order to bring them into action, or

else the market forces will never work out on itself.

5 Since the number of flats in each of the problem buildings is normally

small, it will not be cost-effective to manage each building by itself.

Members propose setting up a minimum number of units and/or a

manning scale for management and maintenance to make it

commercially viable.

6 Members propose that the government should specify the amount

of contribution by owners to the sinking fund. We could adopt what

is being done in China where owners are bound by legislation to

contribute to the sinking fund:

a) by a percentage of the property price when they buy the properties

which are being sold for the first time (or in some cases the

contribution is being made by the developer) and

b) by a set scale of contribution if the properties are old ones.

7 In circumventing owners refusing to pay for the management and/or

maintenance charges due, members propose:

a) more drastic action like imposing closure orders on their properties

and selling the properties to pay off such charges;

b) collecting such charges through compulsory means like rates.

Information supplied by Professional Practice Committee
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Home Affairs Department (HAD) issued a paper at the Legislative

Council Panel on Home Affairs Meeting on 28 November 2003

regarding the outcome of their consultation on the proposed amendments

to the BMO. (A summary of the proposed amendments, members'

feedback and the Branch's reply to HAD had been published in our

previous issue of Housing Express)

Major points of the panel paper is summarized below for members'

reference.

I. To assist Owners' Corporation (OC) in the performance of duties

and exercise of powers

(A) The public generally supported the proposal on adding an

express provision that management committee (MC) members

shall not be held liable for any collective decision of the OC,

which is neither ultra vires nor tortious.

(B) The public generally supported empowering an OC to borrow

from the government, for the purpose of complying with

statutory notices and orders which relate to the common parts

of the building, an amount equivalent to the costs which should

be borne by those who fail or refuse to pay.  To address public

concerns, HAD would restrict the OC's borrowing power to

cases involving statutory orders and notices only and would

review the cost recovery methods.

(C) HAD had made several proposals on termination of appointment

of the manager specified in the Deed of Mutual Covenant

(DMC) by an OC.  Public reactions were controversial. HAD

would continue to specify in the BMO that paragraph 7(1) of

the Seventh Schedule shall only be used to terminate

appointment of the DMC Manager.  HAD would retain the

proposal on removing the provision in the Seventh Schedule

that not more than one manager's appointment can be

terminated within any three consecutive years.  HAD would

reconsider the proposal to relax the existing requirements for

termination of the BMC Manager.

II. To rationalize the appointment procedures of a management

committee and its members

(D) To address public concerns, HAD would revise the proposal

on Section 3(2) to : MC could only be appointed by a resolution

of owners of not less than 30% shares, which must also be a

majority of votes cast at the same meeting.
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Consultation on Proposed Amendments to the
Building Management Ordinance (Cap 344)
Consultation on Proposed Amendments to the
Building Management Ordinance (Cap 344)



(E) Having considered the practical implications, HAD proposed

that:

(i) For owners' meeting convened with a view to appointing

an MC for the formation of an OC under Sections 3, 3A

and 4, a quorum of 10% owners should apply from the

start of the meeting.

(ii) Once resolution has been passed on the appointment of

an MC under Sections 3, 3A and 4, the appointment of

members and office bearers shall be by a resolution of

simple majority of shares.  The 10% quorum requirement

remains.

(F) The public generally supported requiring an OC, at an

annual general meeting at which the MC retires, shall

appoint a new MC. HAD would further specify that if the

secretary and treasurer are not persons appointed as

members of the MC, they will not become MC members

, and all secretaries and treasurers irrespective of

whether they are MC members, should retire together

with other members of the MC.

III. To afford better protection for the interests of property

owners

(G) The proposal on procurement of supplies, goods and

services had attracted heated debates.  Having

considered all views, HAD revised the proposals as

follows.

(i) Procurement exceeding the sum of

$200,000 or 20% of the annual budget,

whichever is the lesser, shall be done

by invitation to tender.
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(ii) Procurement exceeding 20% of the annual budget shall

be accepted or rejected by a resolution passed at a general

meeting of the OC.

(iii) To address practical difficulties, OC‘s could be allowed

to formulate a list of urgent matters which do not need

to go through tendering and endorsement at OC meeting

(H) The public greatly supported allowing owners to obtain copies

of minutes of both OC‘s and MC‘s upon payment of reasonable

copying charges. HAD would expand the scope to cover

auditors' report as well.

IV. Other Proposals not contained in the consultation paper

(I) The public expressed concern about appointment of proxy.

To minimize disputes, HAD would propose to set the deadline

for submission at 24 hours before holding the meeting.  Neither

the person presiding nor the chairman could accept proxy after

the 24 hour limit.

(J) Some suggested to introduce mechanism for owners to amend

provisions in the DMCs which they find unfair.  HAD thought

it not appropriate for the Government, who is not a party to

the deed, to override provisions set out in the DMC.

HAD planned to include the proposals in a composite

amendment bill and introduce it to the Legislative Council

in the 2004-05 legislative session.

Details are available on website:

www.buildingmgt.gov.hk

Reference: LC Paper no.CB(2)

430/03-04(01)
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Views presented in response to the public consultation on building

management and maintenance by members of Chartered Institute of

Housing, Asian Pacific Branch are as follows:

1. There is a general understanding that the business of management

and maintenance of old buildings is not viable commercially in

view of the absence of owners' corporation in most cases, large

number of absentee and owners' affordability, widespread existence

of illegal structures, and many owners' expectation government

implementing urban renewal, etc.

2. Most of the views support government intervention and legislation

in the area of:

(a) mandating the formation of owners' committee (OC);

(b) mandating the maintenance/renovation of buildings in cases

of need;

(c) fee collection for management and maintenance through

compulsory means like rates if the owners remain inert.

3. In mandating the formation of OC, members

(a) propose the inclusion of tenants in the case of absentee

owners or owners' absolute inertia.  Tenants can pay on

behalf of the owners and deduct the expenses from the

rent payable for respective premises;

(b) opine that we could explore the possibility of empowering

tenant organizations like the Mutual Aid Committee to

function as OC to solve immediate problems like large

scale repairs and dissolving it when the problem is solved;

(c) propose that the government could choose to mandate the

OC formation of  a building only when large scale repairs

are required like target buildings under the Coordinated

Maintenance of Buildings Scheme (CMBS) currently carried

out by the Buildings Department (BD).

4. The government could launch a pilot scheme for one of the problem

areas and set up a management model for demonstration to owners

and the property services industry.

5. The government could define an area with problem buildings and

empower the residents in the defined area with all the rights and

obligations collectively stipulated the BMO.  Residents there could

form one OC, follow through, management and maintenance

initiatives, etc. for that area.   Professional property management

companies would be more prepared to provide services when the

scale is adequate.

6. In mandating the maintenance/renovation of buildings, members:

(a) appreciate the effectiveness of CMBS in bringing owners to

action but that it incurs huge resources and hence a slow rate

in solving the problem;

(b) propose that the BD could partner up with private companies

in dealing with CMBS and/or outsource the scheme,  with the

costs chargeable to the owners;

Consolidated views of

Chartered Institute of Housing
Asian Pacific Branch Members

presented to

Housing, Planning and
Lands Bureau

 on 7 April, 2004

Consolidated views of

Chartered Institute of Housing
Asian Pacific Branch Members

presented to

Housing, Planning and
Lands Bureau

 on 7 April, 2004
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(c) opine that if the government

is going to leave this issue of

building management and

maintenance to market forces,

it still has to exert at least the same

amount of pressure like that of the

CMBS does on the inert owners in

order to bring them into action, or

else the market forces will never work

out on itself.

7. In view of absence of sinking funds in many of the old buildings,

members propose to the government that:

(a) the fund could be set up through a surcharge in rates;

(b) the amount of contribution by owners to the sinking fund

should be specified. We may make reference to what is being

done in China where owners are bound by legislation to

contribute to the sinking fund:

i) by a percentage of the property price when they buy the

properties which are being sold for the first time (or in some

cases the contribution is being made by the developer);

and

ii) by a set scale of contribution if the properties are old ones.

8. In circumventing owners refusing to pay for the management and/or

maintenance charges due, members propose:

(a) more drastic action like imposing closure orders on their

properties and selling the properties to pay off such charges;

(b) the collection of such charges through compulsory means like

rates.

9. The government should line up other policies and efforts to close

in on owners to take up management and maintenance of their

own buildings such as :

(a) nipping the false hope of redevelopment

in the bud, i.e. make it clear to owners of

old buildings that they will not be rewarded

by a handsome sum of compensation

through urban renewal if they let their

buildings dilapidate without doing

anything.

(b) strictly enforcing  abatement orders on building safety and

public hygiene, owners/occupiers failing such will be subject

to penalty;

(c) enforcing mandatory inspection of old buildings to gauge the

priority for maintenance;

(d) setting up a grading system for all buildings to let the public

know about the general condition of buildings in Hong Kong.

However, suggestions for this idea go for voluntary participation

by owners;

(e) further relaxing the Building Safety Loan eligibility requirements

to allow easier access to the loan by owners for repairs.

10. The government should align inter-departmental efforts to

handle this problem since there are many departments involved

like the Home Affairs Department, Fire Services Department,

Buildings Department, Food Environment and Health Department,

Environmental Protection Department, etc. In the long run, there

should be one single department to take over all matters related

to building management and maintenance for better efficiency

and effectiveness.

11. The district boards can play the role of coordinating concerted

actions of the government and owners in building management

and maintenance on a district basis. The government could set

up support centers to raise building management awareness and

standard through proactive education, technical advice and

guidance, etc.
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The Hong Kong Institute
of Housing

The Hong Kong Institute
of Housing

The Hong Kong Association
of Property Management
Companies Ltd.

Hong Kong Institute of
Real Estate Administration
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Ms Janet Payne, CIH's Head of

Customer Services, visited our

Branch in February 2004 for

providing training to the Branch's

Administrative Officer

Mr Roger Keller, CIH's Head of

Education, visited the Branch on

6 December 2003 for production

of a PQS template

Mr Roger Keller met some of the

Branch's Executive Committee

Members on 6 December 2003

fromfrom
CIH HeadquartersCIH Headquarters

Care andCare and
ConcernConcern
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" to provide for the registration of professional housing managers......"HMRB
HOUSING MANAGERS REGISTRAT ION BOARD


